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QUESTION: 35 
When installing a 3-DNS System into an existing DNS environment, which option is 
viable and minimizes changes to the current DNS servers? 

A. Install the 3-DNS Systems in bridge mode and change the registered DNS servers for 
the site to the 3-DNS Systems. 
B. Install the 3-DNS Systems in node mode and leave the registered DNS servers as the 
current DNS servers. 
C. Install the 3-DNS Systems in node mode, delegate selected names on the DNS servers 
to the new 3-DNS Systems and leave the registered DNS servers as the current DNS 
servers. 
D. Install the 3-DNS Systems in router mode and leave the registered DNS servers as the 
current DNS servers. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 36 
When changes are made to a BIND database file, which two must happen for the 
secondary server to receive the update? (Choose two.) 

A. The BIND administrator must copy the named.conf to secondary servers. 
B. The BIND administrator must initiate the distribution of the zone files to secondary 
servers. 
C. The serial number in the Start of Authority (SOA) record must be increased. 
D. The secondary server must restart the named process. 
E. The secondary server must request a zone transfer. 

Answer: C,E 

QUESTION: 37
 
Which facility logs messages concerning 3-DNS System parameters?
 

A. local0 
B. local3 
C. local1 
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D. local2 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 38
 
A specific ECV can be used to test _____.
 

A. all Virtual Servers in all pools of a group of Wide-IPs 
B. all Virtual Servers in a single pool 
C. all Virtual Servers in all pools in a Wide-IP 
D. a Virtual Server within a pool 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 39
 
By default, how frequently are log files rotated?
 

A. daily 
B. hourly 
C. There is no default; the administrator sets the frequency. 
D. weekly 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 40 
A pool is using Global Availability as its load balancing method (Alternate: Round 
Robin; Fallback: None). The last five resolutions have been C, D, C, D, C. Given the 
current conditions shown in the table, what address will be used for the next resolution? 

A. D 
B. A 
C. C 
D. B 

Answer: D 
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